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(Darlene, You said there were rumours, ru? mours....) That we heard outside, that
the plant was going to close. And we kept be? ing told that it was only a rumour,
that it was not closing.  So finally, one day, it just got--about 20 people came in. "I
was told by this one it was closing," and "I was told by that one." So we shut down.
We shut every ma? chine off, and we had a sit-down strike. And we refused to turn
anything back on, or to work, until the management came out themselves.  (Who
organized a sit-down strike?) It just went from line to line. They just decided, you
know, like, "Let's just sit down and refuse to work." And they ran to the next line:
"We're gonna sit down at 11 o'clock, and refuse to work until they tell us
something." And they went to the next line and the next line, and we kept it going,
and when 11 o'clock came, every machine shut down. (Just like that.) Just like that. 
(Everybody participated?) Yeah. And all the foremen went into the office, and told
them why everything was shut down. And they came back, and they asked us all to
come to the cafeteria. Because we were such a big place, we were too spread out,
and you couldn't talk. So we all went into the cafeteria and sat down. And that's
when (Bob Liebke) finally came in and...told us, "Yes. We are closing. We'll be
closing, starting it out in 3 weeks." And we were told we would get a week's sev?
erance pay for every year that we worked. But that they were moving to Mexico. 
And they said, "Well, we planned to tell you next week. We were giving you 2-week
notice." And they said that's all they had to give us, was 2 weeks' notice. And that's
what they did.  I guess they kind of figured they had to get this work they had there,
finished, before they could move out. And they fig? ured if we found out ahead of
time, a lot of us would be jumping at other jobs, and quitting on them, and they
wouldn't get their work done....  (What was the reaction?) There were a lot of
married people in the room. You know, that was their livelihood. There were a lot of
husbands and wives, both working there. Which--that meant both their jobs gone.
And they were pretty angry and pretty upset. But there was nothing they could do,
you know. And they thanked Bob for telling them. At least--like they said--"At least
now, we know where we stand." Gee, don't  Your Commercial and Home
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